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ABSTRACT
We present an overview of the Proton-Electron Radiation
Detector Aix-la-Chapelle (PERDaix) which was proposed by a group of students as a payload for the BEXUS
balloon programme in 2009 and was launched with a
100,000 m3 balloon in November 2010. The PERDaix
experiment is a magnet spectrometer for charged cosmic
particle radiation which was designed to measure and
identify protons, electrons, helium nuclei and positrons.
The whole experiment was built within less than
one year and we discuss the challenges of designing and
constructing a complex particle detector and calibrating
the experiment. Furthermore we report on the successful flight during which we recorded 177,000 charged
particles.
Key words: PERDaix, cosmic ray detector, scintillating fibers, magneti spectrometer, silicon photomultiplier,
fiber tracker, BEXUS-11, DLR, ESA.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In 1968 Gleeson[1] introduced a cosmic ray propagation model which describes the modulation of cosmic ray
fluxes according to the solar activity by a so-called force
field approximation:
J(E) =

E 2 − m2
2

(E + |z|φ) − m2

· JIS (E + |z|φ)

(1)

It describes the measured particle flux J as a function
of the interstellar flux JIS , the energy E, the mass
m, the charge number |z| of the particle and the solar
modulation parameter φ. The effect of time-dependent
solar modulation can be measured in the low energetic
region below 10 GeV.
Since the development of this model, experiments

have carried out measurements of the modulation
parameter as a function of time. Because important
experiments like Ulysses[2] and BESS[3] have ended
their campaigns and will therefore not be able to provide
further data points, the lightweight, easily operable,
balloon-borne cosmic ray spectrometer PERDaix was
built.
The scientific goal of the experiment is not only to
offer new data for the next years and especially in the
current solar minimum, but also to clarify if missmatches
between the Galprop model and the PAMELA data[4]
in the low energetic region can be explained by solar
modulation by introducing a charge-sign dependent
modulation parameter φ± to the model.

2.
2.1.

THE PERDAIX EXPERIMENT
The BEXUS Balloon Programme

In spring of 2009 a group of staff members of I. Physics
Institute B, RWTH Aachen University and a group
of bachelor students started the development of the
Proton Electron Radiation Detector Aix-la Chappelle
(PERDaix)[5] cosmic ray spectrometer. Within the same
year the collaboration proposed the experiment to the
German Aerospace Center DLR for participation in the
BEXUS[6] balloon programme.
The BEXUS organization committee, consisting of
members of the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and
the Swedish National Spaceboard, offers the opportunity
of high altitude balloon flights for university students’
experiments. PERDaix was accepted for participation in
the BEXUS programme in December 2009.
Being the first full-fledged prototype of the larger
cosmic ray spectrometers PEBSINO[7] and PEBS[8],
the PERDaix detector design could benefit from the
know-how gained during beam tests of prototype detectors. Consequentially, the actual development and
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building phase of the PERDaix experiment took less than
a year from its proposal to the flight.

2.2.

Key features of the Experiment

in order to determine the relative velocity β = v/c
which is the particle velocity divided by the speed of
light. The Time-Of-Flight System also serves as the
trigger for the other subdetectors. Employing a novel
type of photodetectors called silicon photomultipliers
(SiPM)[9], the PERDaix Time-Of-Flight System is the
first of its kind.
An SiPM consists of parallely connected Avalanche
Photodiodes (APD)[10] operated above the breakdown
voltage in the so-called Geiger mode. Operated this
way, the APDs form an array of photocells in which
each of them acts digitally. A photon hitting a photocell
will cause a discharge of the cell, which then provides a
measurable charge.
By using modern semiconductor technologies it is
possible to place several hundreds of APDs per square
millimeter. The output signal is the sum of the discharges
of all photocells hit. As long as the probability of two
photons hitting the same photocell is small, the SiPM
therefore provides an analog measurement of the number
of photons. The generally low voltages of 30 − 70 V
applied to SiPM turned out as a special feature regarding
their usage in a balloon experiment where high voltage
has to be avoided whenever it is possible. This is important in order to suppress corona discharges in vacuum.

Figure 1: Crosssectional view of the PERDaix detector.
The PERDaix experiment consists of three subdetectors:
• a time-of-flight system, also providing the trigger
• a magnet spectrometer
• a transition radiation detector
The weight of these components sums up to 40 kg. The
overall size is contained in a case measuring 80 cm in
height and 60 × 60 cm2 in its base area. The geometric
acceptance of the detector amounts to 32 cm2 sr.

2.3.

Trigger and Time-Of-Flight System

The PERDaix Time-Of-Flight system is used to measure
the travelling time of a particle through the detector

The PERDaix ToF is based on a modular design. It
consists of two lower and two upper modules, which
are subdivided in four Saint Gobain BC-408[11] plastic
scintillator bars. Each of the scintillator bars is read out
by two Hamamatsu S10362-33-100C[12] SiPMs both at
its front and back surfaces. The optically covered area
per SiPM amounts to 3 × 3 mm2 and each SiPM has 900
square pixels of size of 100 × 100 µm2 . The internal gain
of this SiPM amounts to 2 × 106 . The optical coupling
between SiPMs and scintillator is homogenized by the
usage of NyoGel OC-459[13] optical grease. Each ToF
plane is made up of two of such modules. Two of these
in turn form the outermost detector layers and build up
the ToF detector. The lateral areas of the scintillator bars
are enwrapped with aluminized Mylar foil to improve
the light collection. In order to make the interior of the
module impermeable to light, it is finally wrapped in a
0.25 mm thick light tight fabric TREVIRA[14].
At an ambient temperature of 22 ◦ C the nominal
operating voltage of the ToF SiPMs amounts to 71.5 V.
The detection properties of SiPMs depend on the difference between the bias voltage and the breakdown voltage
– the so-called overvoltage. During the balloon flight
this overvoltage was intended to be kept constant.
Because the breakdown voltage is a linear function
of temperature, at flight conditions the bias voltage had
to be regulated. In order to account for temperature
changes a passive thermistor circuit has been adjusted
to work for PERDaix in the temperature range from
−20 ◦ C to 0 ◦ C. A detailed description and further tests
of the temperature stabilization circuit can be found in
[15].

(a) BC-408 scintillator bars wrapped in aluminized mylar
foil.

(b) The ToF frontend electronics.

The readout chain of the ToF is divided into an
optical hybrid (HPO) printed circuit board and an
amplifier/discriminator board (HPE-NINO) onto which
the HPO is plugged. Figure 2 shows a photograph of the
scintillator bars, the optical readout and the HPE-NINO
board. The analog signals of eight SiPMs are fed to
the HPE-NINO board through one common connector.
On the HPE-NINO board an amplifier/discriminator
ASIC called NINO[16] then converts the analog signals
to differential time-over-threshold LVDS signals. To
correct for different breakdown voltages of the SiPM
each HPO-NINO board also holds an eight channel
12-bit DAC creating an output voltage of 0 V to 2.5 V
to change the bias voltage with respect to a global SiPM
bias voltage. These voltages are fully controllable also
during flight via a serial periphial interface (SPI) [17].
For the digitization of the time signals a MTDC-64
PCI Express1 [19, 20] multi hit time-to-digital converter
card is used. This card is a development by JINR, Dubna.
It uses two HPTDC chips developed at CERN[18] for
the readout of 2 × 32 differential LVDS inputs connected
to the HPE-NINO boards. For controlling the various
operation modes of the time digitizer, the MTDC-64 card
is equipped with a Xilinx Spartan 3 XC3S400 FPGA2 .

Besides the measurement of the relative velocity β,
the ToF is also capable of providing information about
the energy loss of a particle. The NINO discriminator
chip performs a time-over-threshold measurement, which
does not depend on ionization linearly, but which shows
a strong correlation. The histogram plotted in Figure 3
shows the correlation of the time-over-threshold and
the rigidity measured by the spectrometer for cosmic
ray data taken at 33 km of altitude. In the rigidity
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Figure 2: The PERDaix Time-Of-Flight system.
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Figure 3: Correlation of the ToF Time-Over-Threshold
and the rigidity.

range below 1 GeV one can clearly see a rise which is
caused by the domination of protons which are no longer
minimum ionizing in this rigidity range.
Above the structure caused by the energy-loss of
protons, in the region beginning above approximately
38 ns the energy deposit of helium nuclei is visible.

2.4.

Spectrometer

The spectrometer measures the track position on eight
points in four parallel double layers. Each double layer
consists of two half modules made of carbon fiber
protected rohacell foam structures which are covered
by five layers of Kuraray SCSF-78MJ[21] scintillating
fibers on the outside. Figure 4a shows a front view of
such a double module. Top and bottom half of each

(a) Photograph of a tracker module front.

(b) Photograph of the optical readout hybrid of the tracker.

Figure 4: The PERDaix Scintillating Fiber Tracker.
module are twisted by a stereo angle of 1 ◦ . Thereby it
is possible to also measure the trajectories’ coordinate
along the fiber.
SCSF-78MJ scintillating fibers consist of a polystyrene
fiber core with a refractive index n = 1.59 which is clad
with two layers of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
(n = 1.49 ) and fluorinated PMMA (n = 1.42 ). The
connection between the carbon fiber skin of the module
and the fibers is realized using Epotek 301[22] epoxy.
When a charged minimum ionizing particle crosses a
fiber about 1,000 scintillation photons are created in the
fiber core. Due to total internal reflection about 5 % of
these photons are trapped inside the fiber and propagated
to the fiber end[23]. One of the fiber ends is optically
coupled to a segmented, custom made SiPM of type
Hamamatsu MPPC 5883[24].

The MPPC 5883 SiPM arrays are placed on a ceramic support plate which is soldered to a printed circuit
board called TRACKER-HPO. On this PCB there is
a thermistor like for the ToF SiPMs (cp. sec. 2.3)
and also a light emitting diode which can be used for
in-place calibration purposes. The TRACKER-HPO
is connected to an electrical hybrid holding VA32-75
amplifier/shaping ASICs[25] with 75 ns of shaping time.

Figure 5: Profile of the magnetic field of the PERDaix
magnet.
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This device hast 32 SiPM strips each measuring
0.25 µm in width and 1.1 mm in height. This area is
occupied with 80 photocells on each strip which belong
to one SiPM. The complete tracking detector of PERDaix
is equipped with 5,120 of SiPM channels. The opposing
side of a fiber, which is not connected to an SiPM, is
covered by a mirror which reflects the photons back into
the fiber. A photograph of the PCB holding both, mirrors
and SiPM arrays is shown in Figure 4b.
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The intrinsic spatial resolution of the tracking detector is better than 50 µm[26]. To measure the rigidity,
a bending of the particle track is necessary. For this
purpose PERDaix employs a permanent magnet ring.
The ring consists of 72 cylindrical neodymium[27, 28]
(Nd2 Fe14 B) dipole magnets which are glued into an
aluminium supporting structure according to the Halbach
design[29].
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Figure 6: Correlation between the y-coordinate of the trajectory measured by the tracker (abscissa) and the ToF
(ordinate).

Being arranged this way, the dipole momenta of
the cylindrical magnets fall off very quickly outside the
magnet, but sum up in the middle of the aluminium structure to a large homogeneous mean field of B = 200 mT.
A magnetic field map of the PERDaix magnet is shown
in Figure 5.
The momentum resolution of PERDaix amounts
to
σp
p
0.25
= 0.08
⊕
(2)
p
GeV
β

With respect to the fiber modules the magnet has a centered position from which the magnetic field lines are
collinear to the fiber orientation. Thus it is possible to
determine the charge sign of a particle up to a rigidity
of approximately 5 GV. A proof of the performance of
the tracking detector can be seen in Figure 6 where the
correlation between the measured photon travel time inside the ToF scintillator and the trajectory measurement
in the coordinate along the fiber direction by the tracking
detector is shown. The black line indicates that the two
independent measurements agree well.

2.5.

these 6 mm tubes a centered, 30 µm thick, gold-plated
tungsten wire is connected to a high voltage of 1.5 kV.
Figure 7a shows a schematic of the TRD design.
In general a charged particle ionizes the gas along
the trajectory and thereby creates free charge carriers
which are ions and free electrons. In the proportional
tube the high voltage is sufficiently high that these free
charge carriers are accelerated upto kinetic energies at
which they are able to ionize further neutral atoms and
start an avalanche. Consequently the signal height which is the charge sum - profits from the secondary
ionization.
In addition to the pure ionization loss, lightweight
particles like electrons above 0.5 GeV produce X-ray
photons which ionize further gas atoms. As the proton
mass is higher than the electron mass by three orders
of magnitude, cosmic ray protons below 500 GeV will
not produce transition radiation. For this reason the
PERDaix transition radiation detector can be used to
suppress the dominating portion of cosmic ray protons.
A photograph of the mounted TRD layers without fleece
radiator can be found in Figure 7b.
For the signal shaping of the TRD, as well as for
the spectrometer, a VA32 ASIC is used. Unlike the
spectrometer, the TRD uses the VA32-HDR12 type
which has a longer shaping time of 2.4 µs.

Transition Radiation Detector

The PERDaix transition radiation detector (TRD) provides a mean to distinguish between lightweight and
heavy particles. It is based on the design of the AMS-02
TRD[30] and makes use of the X-ray photon production
of particles with high γ = E/m factor at a material
boundary.
As was discovered by Ginzburg[31] in 1945, transition radiation is produced when a charged particle
crosses the boundary between two materials with a
different relative permittivity . It consists of X-ray
photons, which are produced collinear to the particle
trajectory. Eq. 3 shows the linear dependence on the
Lorentz-γ factor of the transition radiation intensity.

I = γ · q 2 · ω12 − ω22 /3
(3)
Therefore transition radiation can be detected for high
values of γ & 500. At each material transition the
production of a X-ray photon is in the order of the
fine-structure constant α ≈ 1/137. In order to increase
the number of material transitions a so-called radiator
fleece is used. As for AMS-02, LRP 375 BK fiber
radiator produced by Freudenberg has been chosen because of its thin, homogeneously distributed 10 µm thick
polypropylene / polyethylene fibers. In the PERDaix
TRD proportional counting tubes are used to detect
the particle trajectory and if applicable the transition
radiation. The detector consists of eight layers each
of which are made up of 16 Kapton straw tubes which
are filled with Xe/CO2 in a 80/20 mixture. In each of

2.6.

DAQ, Powering and Means of Online Intervention

The readout of the PERDaix experiment strongly relies
on USB-2.0 communication and especially on the
Bitwise QuickUSB[32] slave controller. While the
spectrometer and the TRD make use of USB readout
boards[33] which are equipped with the QuickUSB chip,
the ToF only uses QuickUSB for controlling.
In total three USB boards are used to readout the
complete detector. Because the USB board implements a
pass-through of the QuickUSB SPI communication, SPI
temperature sensors can be used at the frontend electronics. Additional temperature measurements are carried
out all over the detector by means of DALLAS one-wire
temperature sensors. These sensors are read out regularly.
The data consisting of the detector raw data and
housekeeping data like temperatures and the TRD gas
pressure, is collected by a PC104 based embedded
computer connected to a wireless ethernet connection
(ELINK)[34]. ELINK is capable of providing a bidirectional bandwidth of upto 2 MBit/s.
The data is separated into compressed detector raw
data and housekeeping information (temperatures and
the TRD pressure).
Afterwards the housekeeping
data is sent via a UDP unicast connection and the
zero-suppressed raw data is sent via a TCP connection.

(a) Illustration of the principle of Transition Radiation Detection for particle identification.

(b) Photograph of the TRD mounted in the PERDaix case during the
integration of the fiber radiator.
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The same network was used for a second TCP unicast
connection for commanding the payload. Additionally,
all the data was stored on two solid state disks in a
mirroring RAID-0 configuration in the payload.
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Figure 7: The PERDaix transition radiation detector.
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Using the ELINK connection all critical health data
and all event information was transmitted to the ground
station. In case of problems it would have been possible
to switch off detector components or to adjust voltages
using the control connection.
The total power usage sums up to 60 W which is
satisfied by serially operated SAFT LSH20 battery
packs[35] each containing eight batteries. Thus the
PERDaix power supply unit is energized with a primary
voltage of 28 V. Operated at flight conditions, the
capacity per cell amounts to about 10 Ah which limits
the maximum flight duration to about 5 h when using
four parallely connected battery packs. Although the
possibility of extending the detector uptime to 6 h has
been forseen, four battery packs were chosen for weight
reasons.

3.

FLIGHT IN NOVEMBER 2010

On November 23rd , 2010, the BEXUS-11 campaign finally launched. A 100,000 m3 helium filled high-altitude
ballon carried the PERDaix payload up to an alitude of
33 km. After an ascent duration of approximately 90
minutes, a float phase of nearly 2 hours followed. Starting
from Kiruna, Sweden the balloon headed towards Finland
and landed after a journey of 450 km near the the city of
Oulu.
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Figure 8: Temperatures of the spectrometer during the
balloon flight.

3.1.

Detector Performance

With the PERDaix flight a new detector concept was
proven. First, from an engineering point of view it was
a success because all components were able to withstand
the harsh environment. Despite ambient temperatures
lower than −40 ◦ C, in good accordance with pre-flight
calculations the detector itself produced even a little more
heat than needed to stay operational.
In Figure 8 the temperatures of the spectrometer (red /
blue / yellow / green) and the flight altitude (purple) are
plotted versus time. In this graph a stable operation at
approximately 30 ◦ C is followed by a huge temperature
drop to about 0 ◦ C. The reason for the drop is the
payload’s transportation to the launchpad, where the
ambient temperature was −35 ◦ C. Afterwards during the
ascend and flight phase, the temperatures started rising
due to the power dissipation of the detector. Although
the passive voltage regulation of the tracker had been
optimized for lower operating temperatures (cp. 2.3) the
spectrometer still fulfilled all requirements.

was the first cosmic ray experiment to employ Silicon
Photomultipliers another technical milestone in particle
physics has been reached.
Further advantages show up when the possibilities
of extending the detector concept are regarded. The
fiber tracker for example can be enlarged to huge areas
without lowering the signal to noise ratio. In this case,
the approach of only instrumenting the edges of the
detector area with active electronics will pay off. This
is a huge contrast to the operation of modern silicon
trackers which suffer from increased gain when large
areas are instrumented.

Figure 9: Occupancy of the tracker layer below the magnet.

We look forward to the determination of the cosmic ray proton spectrum and the measurement of the
solar modulation parameter φ. In order to achieve this,
detector calibration data taken in a beam test carried out
at the T9 beamline of the CERN Proton Synchrotron
(PS) facilities will be analysed.
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After the analysis of this data, especially the time
resolution of the ToF and the proton rejection of the TRD
will be known with high precision and the flight data
analysis will reveal additional information.
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Figure 10: Occupancy of the TRD.

In total 177,000 particle trajectories were acquired
by PERDaix. For the time being the analysis is still
ongoing. First proofs of the detector performance during
the flight are shown in the occupancy plots of the tracker
layer below the magnet (fig. 9) and the TRD (fig. 10).
Besides small dips in the upper left TRD occupancy due
to high voltage tripping during a fraction of the flight
time at single modules, the occupancy of the detector
fulfils the expectations.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS / OUTLOOK

The PERDaix data analysis is still ongoing, but looks
very promising for now. Because the PERDaix detector

The PERDaix experiment was carried out as a part of the
REXUS/BEXUS program. The REXUS/BEXUS program is realized under a bilateral Agency Agreement
between the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the
Swedish National Space Board (SNSB). The Swedish
share of the payload has been made available to students
from other European countries through a collaboration
with the European Space Agency (ESA).
EuroLaunch, a cooperation between the Esrange
Space Center of the Swedish Space Corporation (SSC)
and the Mobile Rocket Base (MORABA) of DLR, is
responsible for the campaign management and operation
of the launch vehicles. Experts from DLR, SSC and ESA
provide technical support to the student teams throughout
the project.
We would like to thank all the organizations and
various people involved. Especially our payload manager Mark Fittock (DLR Bremen) and campaign manager
Olle Persson (SSC).
The time-of-flight system was built with the kind
help of Pierre Jarron and Francois Powolny from the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) who
devel- oped and tested the use of NINO chips together
with silicon photomultipliers. The MTDC-64 board was
devel- oped by Sergey Basilev and Ilja Slepnev from the
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR).
Furthermore we would like to thank the CERN PS
facilities for the valuable support during the beam test

in May 2011 and Vacuumschmelze GmbH & Co. KG
for providing the cylindrical permanent magnets for the
spectrometer.
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